PAPAYA III  2008 by Mario Stiller

A

1,5 Balsa

backbord

steuerbord

293mm
1. Glue together parts A and B.
2. Glue part C. Fix with tape.
3. Glue part D. Fix with tape.
4. Glue bottom to hull.
5. Cut and sand hull.
6. Glue reinforcements for mast and drill mast hole.
7. Cut slot and glue fin.
8. Glue servo mount.
9. Insert mast and rudder tube.
10. Paint with water resistant paint.

Glue in deck reinforcements.
11. Reinforce and paint underside of deck and glue on hull.

12. Cut and sand deck.

13. Cut out deck.


15. Assemble rudder.

16. Add winch tube and bow.

17. Add bulb. Reinforce.

18. Paint the boat and complete with R/C equipment. For rigg and sails refer to the plan and photos.